
 

Hear from recent grads about the experience of being a field instructor.  Ask your questions. Plan now.  

Panelists 

Tom Nguyen, MSW, RSW (FIFSW ’19) 
Since graduating, Tom has been co-supervising students with his other colleagues in his team while transitioning into multiple 
different social worker roles. Currently, Tom is a social worker at Sunnybrook Academic Family Health Team and Sunnybrook Rapid 
Access Addiction Medicine Clinic. In addition, Tom works in a private practice at an employee extended benefit service (Akira by 
TELUS Health) providing psychotherapy. In these roles, Tom works with various populations (youths, adults, families, and seniors 
with diverse ethno/racial/cultural/ socioeconomic backgrounds) to address their overall wellbeing.  

 

Michelle Goldstein, MSW, RSW (FIFSW ‘14) 
Michelle works at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health in the Forensic Dual Diagnosis Specialty Service. Michelle is a proud 
alumna of the FIFSW, Social Service Administration field.  Prior to working in mental health, Michelle spent 12 years working in the 
Developmental Services Sector, in a variety of front-line, management, and clinical roles. Michelle is passionate about working with 
people with intellectual and developmental disabilities and is dedicated to providing high-quality clinical services to this often- 
underserved population.  

 

Alex Gosselin, MSW, RSW (FIFSW ’15) 
Alex is the Manager of Clinical and Recovery Services at Stella's Place, a charity that supports young adults living with complex 
mental health and psychosocial challenges. Alex approaches her clinical practice through a trauma informed and anti oppressive 
perspective and utilizes clinical interventions (e.g., ACT, DBT). Alex has worked in social services for 10 years in a variety of settings 
including case management, civic engagement and clinical social work. She has supervised two placement students, and now 
manages a team of mental health clinicians and peer supporters.  

 

Sherrie Mohamed, MSW, RSW (U Windsor ’18) 
A skilled therapist and educator at the Scarborough Centre for Healthy Communities (SCHC) and a part-time private practitioner, 
Sherrie has over a decade of experience providing individual and group therapy in community health centres, women’s and youth 
shelters. Sherrie’s commitment to education has led to her providing education workshops and presentations in schools across the 
GTA and teaching online classes. Sherrie is committed to educating and mentoring the next generation and holds an Adjunct 
Lecturer appointment from FIFSW. Sherrie is a therapist at heart with a genuine knack for building therapeutic alliances and utilizing 
evidence-based treatment. 
 
and more… 

Lunchtime Panel Discussion: Me?? A Field Instructor???? 

Tuesday January 26, 2021 

12:00 noon to 1:15 p.m. via Zoom  

To register please email practicum@utoronto.ca 
 


